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TinyTERM for Mac v3.0.0 – Available April 30, 2020
Enhancements
• TTML-100 3270 Support for TinyTERM for Mac
• TTML-101 Update TinyTERM for Mac to Latest Qt (5.x.x)
• TTML-102 Fix "Prevent Disconnect While Logged In" Label
• TTML-103 Fix Printing/Print Screen
• TTML-104 Fix menu item indents (Import, Copy, Paste, etc.)
• TTML-105 Add STARTTLS connection type
• TTML-106 Remove invalid connection types from UI in 3270 mode
• TTML-108 Update connection types for 3270
• TTML-110 End of line wrap on/off option
• TTML-116 5250 Emulation mode
• Dark mode support
• Handle smcup/mcup

Bug Fixes
• TTML-96 IBM 3151 ignores "Clear All" sequence
• TTML-98 Crash in vinsert with screen sizes at max columns

TinyTERM for Mac v2.2.0 – Available April 3, 2017
Enhancements
• Replaced TermCS* fonts with Unicode fonts “TinyTERM Unicode” and “TinyTERM CJK”
• Chinese, Japanese and Korean language support
• Adjust connection timeout value in tpx file
• Ring bell on system keys

Bug Fixes
• Numerous emulation enhancements

TinyTERM for Mac v2.1.0 – Available March 2, 2016
Enhancements
• TTML-16 - Telnet keepalive feature
• TTML-54 - Ability to save SSH password
• TTML-83 - Upgrade to 64 bit code base
• TTML-91 - Support for OpenSSH 6.7+

Bug Fixes
• TTML-85 - VT220 SRM sequence ignored
• TTML-88 - ESC [ ; r ignored by VT emulations
• TTML-89 - Wyse60 caps lock sequence leaves TT in caps lock mode
• TTML-90 - Crash in ADDS/wy50/wy60 clrstat() when setting up status line
TinyTERM for Mac v2.0.8 – Available March 31, 2015

Enhancements
• TTML-79 - Option for block or line

Bug Fixes
• TTML-78 - Cursor disappears in Wyse60 when host sets it to line
• TTML-80 - Add license won't light when editing Registered Name
• TTML-81 - Mac Console emulation not supplying proper terminal type to local shell
• TTML-82 - Keypad Enter key sends ^C
• TTML-84 - Crash in licensing if the web server cannot be contacted

TinyTERM for Mac v2.0.7 – Available January 21, 2015

Enhancements
• TTML-1 - Remove ITX from all strings and directories
• TTML-19 - Prevent Disconnect while Logged In option
• TTML-59 - Ignore graphics parity bit option
• TTML-60 - Implement clear screen scrollback
• TTML-71 - Replace icon with silver mobile icon
• TTML-75 - Add debug options to Help menu
• TTML-76 - Add support for xterm title text

Bug Fixes
• TTML-55 - Crash on copy/paste on some connections
• TTML-56 - Backspace sends DEL fails to SCO
• TTML-58 - Only non-modified keys can be remapped
• TTML-62 - Del key sends a dash -
• TTML-66 - Fix crash that results from running the "sl" command with emulator dimensions [40,100].
• TTML-67 - No scroll after using vi
• TTML-70 - Transparent print on Yosemite is ignored
• TTML-72 - Update Qt to 4.8.7 which should fix Yosemite drawing glitches
• TTML-73 - Fix "Mac Console" emulation mode
• TTML-74 - xterm-style title sequences are not always able to be terminated

TinyTERM for Mac v2.0.6 – Available August 18, 2014
• TTML-63 - Add support for TinyTERM for Windows-style license keys and evals

TinyTERM for Mac v2.0.5 – refresh, Available Nov 27, 2013
• TTML-52 - Crash in UNIX emulators due to out of bounds text drawing
• Removed "ITX" from app name

TinyTERM for Mac v2.0.5 – Available Nov 8, 2013

Enhancements
• TTML-26 - Allow RGB Colors to be specified in .tpx files
• TTML-38 - WRU support

**Bug Fixes**
• TTML-5 - Line insert font droppings
• TTML-18 - Cursor position sequence ^[[6n does not work
• TTML-20 - Keyboard mappings transmitting in separate TCP packets
• TTML-21 - Handle "tab title" sequences
• TTML-22 - Line draw colors sometimes aren't correct
• TTML-29 - Wyse50 Function key labeling line doesn't work properly
• TTML-31 - Line draw is always white
• TTML-32 - Tilde key doesn't work
• TTML-42 - Fix font droppings (CR 1076)
• TTML-43 - VT100 double-height chars drawn incorrectly (CR 1098)

**TinyTERM for Mac 2.0.4**
• TTML-13 - Use keyboard Insert key in Mac
• TTML-11 - Close on disconnect fails w/SSH (CR 1105)
• TTML-20 - Keyboard mappings transmitting in separate TCP packets
• Connecting from the menu or keyboard shortcut opens a new window, rather than affecting the existing one
• Attempting a connection without a hostname presents a warning message, rather than a passphrase dialog

**TinyTERM for Mac v2.0.1** – February 27, 2012
• Enter key fix on settings dialog
• 3101/3151 order change in settings dialog
• Change default font size to 8
• Shift-Tab acts as Tab (CR 992)

**TinyTERM for Mac v2.0.0** – February 10, 2012 (Available February 15, 2012)
• Transparent printing support (CR 954)
• Print screen support (CR 968)
• Programmable function key button bar with more keys available (CRs 970, 988)
• Multisession/multiple window support (CR 977)
• Close on disconnect option (CR 985)
• Fixed “Error reading private key” when using RSA authentication (CR 989)

**TinyTERM ITX for Mac v1.0.6** – September 1, 2011
• App Store support (available September, 2011)
• Onscreen function keys support

**TinyTERM ITX for Mac v1.0.5** – June 2011
• Copy/paste changed to Apple standard
• QT scrollwheel fixed
• Extendable lines/cols when window resized
• Auto line-wrapping when columns resized
• Add lines to screen contents when window resized smaller
• Add screen offset to left margin for readability
• IBM 3151 line draw fix (CR 934)

TinyTERM ITX for Mac v1.0.4 – June 2011

TinyTERM ITX for Mac v1.0.2 – May 5, 2011
• Menu shortcuts
• New color scheme
• Install fixes

TinyTERM ITX for Mac v1.0.0 – April 15, 2011
• First release, price $79.00